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CONOSCENZA E PROMOZIONE 
DELL'AMBIENTE COSTIERO 



XI Congr. Soc. !tal. BioI. Mar., Orbetello 1979. 
Atti Soc. Tosc. Sci. Nat., Mem., ser. B, 86, suppI. (1979). 

R.B. CLARK 

MONITORING CHANGE IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

Abstract - Effluents discharged into the sea become pollutants when they create 
a threat to human health or cause undersirable environmental change. Research stra
tegy in response to the former is reasonably cIear, but monitoring environment al change 
induced by pollutants presents great difficulty. Except for gross pollution, such changes 
are often insignHìcant beside wide, natural ecosystem fluctuations, the causes of which 
are imperfect1y understood. The very long-term and detailed studies of ecosystem res
ponse to disturbance and stress that are needed have not kept pace with experimental 
studies, but because of the genetic variability of marine organisms, among other 
reasons, the results of the latter cannot be applied to real-life situations and may be 
totally misleading. 

Riassunto - Adeguamento dei sistemi di rilevamento nell'ambiente marino. Gli 
effluenti scaricati in mare sono considerati inquinanti quando divengono una minaccia 
per la salute dell'uomo o provocano alterazioni ambientali. Mentre la strategia di ricer
ca per quanto riguarda la salute umana appare abbastanza chiara, il rilevamento dei 
cambiamenti ambientali provocati dagli inquinamenti presenta grandi difficoltà. Tali 
cambiamenti, con l'eccezione di quelli determinati dagli inquinamenti più gravi, sono 
spesso insignificanti rispetto alle ampie variazioni naturali dell'ecosistema, le cui cause 
sono imperfettamente noti. Gli studi riguardanti la risposta dell'ecosistema a disturbi 
e alterazioni, che devono essere necessariamente a lungo termine e dettagliati, non 
hanno tenuto il passo con gli studi sperimentali. Fra le altre ragioni, a causa della va 
riabilità genetica degli organismi marini, i risultati degli studi sperimentali non solo 
non possono essere applicati alle reali situazioni di vita ma possono essere anche 
totalmente ingannevoli. 

Key words - Pollution, marine environment. 

INTRODUCTION 

In many Iocalized areas and sometimes over much wider areas of 
restricted water exchange, pollution of coastal waters and ,estuaries is so 
gross that majorenvironmental deterioration is inevitabIe and very ob
vious when it occurs. While the precise links in the chain of events iead
ing to this impoverishment of the environment may not be known in de
tail, the principal 'causes of the decline are usually seH-evident. A reI ati
veIy short and comparatively crude investigation is often adequate in these 
circumstances to prescribe an effective remedy. What is required is not 
more science but the political and economic wiIl to appIy those remedies. 

Most pollution res'earch is not concerned with the study of specta-

Department of Zoology and Dove Marine Laboratory, the University of Newçastle 
upon Tyne, England. . 
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cular pollution at particular hotspots, but with the more subtle environ
mental change that may r,esult from low-level but pervasive additions to 
the sea. Much of this effort is directed towards measuring the concentra
tion of these contaminants in the water column, sediments and marine 
organisms, studying the behaviour, degradation or modification of these 
contaminants once they reach the sea, attempting to understand their 
transmission through food webs, and measuring their effects through 
toxicity tests of various degrees of refinement and sophistication, and 
by studying the physiological, developmental and behavioural respon
ses of organisms exposed to them. No-one would deny the importance 
of knowing the quantity and source of inputs to the marine environment 
and their behaviour once they get there. But the fact remains that 
much of the enormous volume of quantitative data that is being accumula
ted cannot be applied to any real-life situation. Because of this, although 
much of the information is of great interest in its own right, it makes 
little effective contribution to pollution research. 

I shall argue that much of this effort has no sharp focus on the ob
jectives of pollution research and for this reason an imbalance has deve
loped between the types of research that are undertaken. The main effort 
at present is directed towards reiativdy easy, if often sophisticated labora
tory-based studies, but far too littie effort is directed towards the far mo
re difficult and frustrating task of studying the response of ecosystems 
to additions of various kinds. Until the balance is redressed, we shall be 
able to make little use of the fIood of data emanating from distinguished 
laboratories around the world. 

OBJECTIVES OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

Environmental monitoring may be undertaken for severai different 
reasons. The most direct are when an addition to coastai waters poses 
a direct threat to human health. Additions of this kind include pathoge
nic bacteria and viruses in domestic sewage, mercury and cadmium, and 
radioactive wastes. The controi of the exposure of locai human popula
tions to these threats is a public health measure. I t is necessary to moni
tor the concentration and di,stribution of these pathogens and toxic substan
ces, most particularly in sea food for human consumption because this 
is the usuai vehicle by which humans are exposed to these dangers. The 
objectives and research strategy are clear and, for this reason, are in most 
cases being pursued vigorously and effectively. Where they are not it 
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is nDt due tD scientifi.c ignDrance but tD inadequacies in the public health 
service. 

MDst mDnitDring, hDwever, is cDncerned with vaguer threats. There 
is a CDncern that IDW level pDlIution may have a IDng-term, cumulative 
impact and change cDastal ecosystems at a rate which is nDt obviDUS nDW, 

but which might crDSS SDme kind of threshDld and ,suddenIy escalate and 
becDme serious Dr, in the minds Df SDme pessimists, catastrDphic. By keep
ing a finger Dn the pulse Df the marine envirDnment tD measure its state 
Df health it is hDped tD get warning of undesirable cDnsequences of effluent 
discharges tD the sea at an earIy enDugh stage that measures can be ta
ken tD prevent that threshDld being crDssed. 

AsecDnd reaSDn for monitDring the response of marine eCDsystems 
tD pDlIutants relates, paradDxicalIy, tD the need which I suggest we nDW 

have, tD maximize effluent discharges tD the sea. This may sDund alar
ming in areas where pDllutiDn is already SO' great that it is patent1y hav
ing undesirabie effects in human health, cDmmercial fisheries, Dr mO're 
generalIy. But it is naive tD suppDse that alI discharges tD the sea CDnstitu
te polIutiDn in any real sense because this is tD ignDre the cDnsiderable 
physico-chemical and biDIDgical hDmeostatic mechanisms in marine eCDsy
stems. Public DpiniDn in many cDuntries, alarmed by repDrts Df damage 
resulting frDm spectacular pDlIutiDn accidents, applies pressure tD reduce, 
cDntrDI Dr treat at sDurce almDst any effluent discharged intD the sea 
Dr which by some circuitDus rDute might end up there. It must be said 
that they are suppDrted in this view by many scientists. This is a lau
dible sentiment, but it can be satisfied Dnly at SDme CDst: CDst Df Iand fDr 
treatment plants, but mO're impDrtant1y, CDSt in energy. Energy CDstS (in 
the broadest sense) depend Dn the stringency Dfeffluent standards that 
are set, and if the standards are high the casts escalate very rapidly. The 
prDspect Df a very substantial increase in energy prices, tD say nDthing Df 
the pDssibility Df an energy shDrtage, means that the CDst Df effluent treat
ment tD a high standard will becDme very high indeed. And thi,s will be at 
the expense of Dther desirable activities. 

Under these circumstances, it is nDt difficult tD fDrsee a strong tempta
tiDn tD discharge alI wastes intD the sea. This cDuld Dnly le ad tD the dama
ging cDnsequences that have aIready been Dbs,erved in a number Df areas 
that have been DverlDaded with effluents~ It wilI be necessary tD walk 
a narrDW tightrDpe tD aVDid the wastefuiness of treating, expensively, mO're 
effluent Dn land that we need, and the wastefulness of discharging tDD 

much untreated effluent tD the sea with seriDUS 'cDnsequences fDr living 
marine resources. We need tD know how much c'ln ~ safeIy , be discharged1 
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and this leads to the question which marine biologists can scarecely begin 
to answer and which most pollution research is not designed to answer: 
how much perturbation to a marine ecosystem is caused by the presence 
of a particular level of ladditive to the sea? UntiI some approach can be 
made to answering this, it will be impossible to a'ssess the cost-benefit of 
treating wastes on land or discharging them to the sea, and much pollu
tion research will have no c1early deiined objective. 

MORT ALITY AND MORBIDITY 

A considerable volume of pollution research is concerned with mea
suring toxic concentrations and the sublethal efIects of pollutants and the 
behavioural respons·es of animals to them. Yet many of these substances 
can evident1y be added to the sea in considerable quantities without per
ceptible effect on marine ecosystems. Even the heavy mortality of an ani
maI need not necessarily have much impact. During treatment of floating 
'Torrey Canyon' oiI by very toxic dispersants, there was observed 90% 
kill of pilchard (Sardina pilchardus) eggs in the area of spraying and 
a 50 % kill over a very much wider area (SMITH, 1968). Cornish piIchard 
are considered to be a small isolated population and it was e~pected 

that the stocks would be seriously lafIected by this mortality. In fact, the
re was no shortfall of this year's c1ass when it entered the commerciaI 
fishery 2-3 years later. Lobster (Homarus vulgaris) larvae were allso in the 
surface plankton at this time and are likely to have been killed in large 
numbers, yet these, too, showed no shortfall in the commerciaI fishery 
8-9 years later. Evident1y it is possible for a fecund species to absorb 
very heavy ,additional mortality at early 'stages in its life history without 
influencing the size of the adult population. 

Other species may not have the capacity to withstand heavy juveniIe 
mortality. This is particularly true of species with a boreal reproductive 
pattern which is characterized by erratic breeding, low fecundity, slow 
growth and maturation, but long adult life. In temperate waters, this is 
best exemplified by auks such as guillemots (Uria aalge) which do not 
breed every year and lay only one egg when they do so. I t is estimated 
that 10ss of eggs and chicks from predation and falling ofI the breeding led
ges is so great that only 20% of the young reach the sea (SOUTHERN et al., 
1965). The life expectancy of those that survive this hazardous birth and 
infancy is very good, however, and the birds may live for 20 years or mo
re. With this breeding pattern, numbers lost through pollution cannot 
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rapidly be made good and LESLIE (1966) calculated that it would take 53 
years for a calony af guHlemots to double in size. These birds are parti
cularly subject to mortality through oiI pollution and this is reflected in the 
decline of a number of colonies in south-west England and Brittany 
(CLARK, 1969). 

Observed mortality, even if on a massive scale, has little significance 
unless it has some durable impact on the adult population of the species. 
Whether this is so or not depends on the fecundity, reproductive biology 
and population dynamics af the species invO'lved. This is rarely consi
dered. As, for example, in the observation that e~perimental ingestion of 
crude oiI by young herring gulls (Larus argentatus) leads to damage in the 
intestine and liver, and impairs nasal gland function (MILLER et al., 1978), 
it is claimed that these sub-Iethal effects must reduce the viability of gulls 
eXjposed ,to oiI pollution and result in a hidden additional mortality. Yet 
these gulls on European Atlantic coasts, which have been exposed to as 
much oiI pollution over the last 50 years as those in any part of the 
world, far from declining in numbers, have shown a dramatic increase and 
are now subject to not very successful control measures in several places 
in the interest of public health and nature conservation. Unfortunately, 
this example is not isolated and most studies of sub-Iethal pathological 
conditions or behavioural changes in animals exposed to toxic substances 
in the laboratory 'Cannot be interpreted because we do not know whether 
heavy mortality, let alone morbidity, matters in the species ooncerned. 

KEY SPECIES IN ECOSYSTEMS 

The 108s or decline of a particular species in polluted areas may be 
of concern to particular interests, but is mu'Ch less criticaI than if ecolo
gical change follows its loss . The reduction in the number of breeding 
auks in southwest England appears to have had no wider eoological 
impact and even if the 1967 year class of Cornrish piIchards had been 
catastrophically reduced by '\ Torrey Canyon' oiI dispersants, although 
the local commerciaI fishery would have suffered, there is no reason 
to suppose there would have been more widespread ecological reper
cussions. The loss of limpets (Patella spp.) cn the other hand, led to major 
ecological change. These herbivores have a dominating inf'luence on bea
'ches where they occur and at a number of sites where they were killed 
by over-enthusiastric use of toxic dispersants, the rocks were rapidly co
lonized by diatoms and algae, leading to theestablishment of a dense 
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Fucus community (SMITH, 1968; NELSON-SMITH, 1968). EventuaHy, Pa
tella became re-established, grazed down the Fucus and, to a considerable 
extent, theseaffected beaches have now returned to their former condi
Hon, although the proces has taken a decade (SOUTHW ARD and SOUTHW ARD, 
1978). A similar phenomenon, probably with a similar recovery period, 
was observed in a small bay on the Pacific 'coast of Baja California follo
wing the wreck of the \ T,ampico Maru' (NoRTH et al., 1965). Here the 
pollutant was diesel fuel, the herbivores that were eliminated were Haliotis 
and the echinoid Strongylocentrotus, and the alga which then became do
minant was Macrocystis pyrifera. A:part fr'Om the fact that these events 
tooks pIace subtidally rather than on the shore, they were essentially the sa
me as in the Cornish experience. 

A potentially far more serious ecologicalchange following the severe 
reduction in numbers of a key species has been recorded on the coast of 
Nova Scotia, Canada (BREEN and MANN, 1976, MANN, 1977). Here there 
was a stable kelp bed ecosystem with Laminaria spp. as the main producer. 
Most algal production was exported 81S detritus but these areas suppor
ted a population of herbivores, mainly Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, 
which were preyed upon andcontrolled chiefly by lobsters, Homarus ame
ricanus. The lobster population has declined greatly since 1968 due, it 
is thought, to overfishing, not pollution, and with the reduction in preda
tion Strongylocentrotus has increased greatly in numbers and considera
ble areas of Laminaria forest destroyed. Continued settlement of Strongylo
centrotus prevents the re-establishment of algae and MANN (1977) claims 
that this urchin-dominated, barren ground is a new, stable configura
tion of theecosystem. The los~s of primary and secondary productivity of 
the ,coastal waters of considerable parts of Nova Scotia coast that fol
lows is potentially serious and likely to be long-term. 

The existence of key species which determine, by their abundance 
or absence, the character of an entire eoosystemshould simp'lify the 
enormous task of monitoring environment al change. If more attention 
were paid to the biology of these species and to their susceptibility to 
pollution damage, as LEWIS (1976, 1978) has advocated, environmental 
monitoring would have a sharper focus and the capability of predicting 
change would be much improved. With this predktive ability, it would 
be possible to decide whether or not the likely environmental change 
resulting from a discharge was acceptable or not. The substantial loss 
of production on considerable stretches Q1f the Nova Scotia ooast, which 
is likely to persist, would almost certainly be judged disadv,antageous. 
Whether or not the replacement (even if temporary) of re1atively barren 
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barnacle-covered rocks by a fucoid cover with its rich associated fauna on 
some Cornish beaches, was the ecological d~saster it was widely claimed 
to be, is l.argely a matter of taste. The marine biologist might find the 
latter of greater interest, though the tourist probably would noto But the 
decision of the acceptability or otherwise of a predicted environment al 
change is a political one which must take into account the conflicting in
terests of industry, fisheries, tourism, conservation, and 'so on; it is not 
a scientific problem and different decisions would obviously be taken, and 
rightly so, in different places. 

NATURAL POPULATION FLUCTUATIONS 

In studying the impact on ,an ecosystem of an effluent load, it is 
common to use -a neighbouring area supporting a 'similar ecosystem, but 
not exposed to the efIluent, as a "control ' or reference site. I t is now be
coming clear that there are very wide population fluctuations in marine 
ecosystems from purely natural causes, although the latter are rarely un
derstood in detail. Not only is it extremely difficult to distinguish pollu
tion-induced change againt this fluctuating background, but sometimes 
the natural fluctuations are of such a nature that they produce major 
ecological change comparable to that resulting from what would be re
garded as a catastrophic pollution incident. The same problems are encoun
tered in' baseline' studies, may of which are conducted for too short a 
period to reveal the full range of fluctuations in the ecosystem and there
fore have little value. 

The extent of this problem was dramatically shown by LEWIS (1972) 
following several years' continuous study of a rocky coastal area in north
east England (fig. l). The winter of 1965-66 was cold and stopped the 
growth of the 1965 class of the carnivorous gastropod Thais lamellosa 
which was then eaten in large numbers by a shorebird, the purple sandpi
per Calidrys maritima. The following winter was milder and the 1966 class 
of Thais fed and grew continously becoming too large to be eaten by 
Calidrys. The large surviving population of Thais fed on Mytilus and se
riously reduced its numbers, so making space available for coloniz.ation 
,by Balanus. However, in 1967 there was an exceptionally heavy settle
ment of Mytilus which destroyed aH other species on the rocks. Their lar
ge numbers led to competition far space and resulted in an insecure, 
hummocky growth 01 the mussels. In March 1969, severe storms swept 
many of the Mytilus away, so leaving space once more for Balanus settle-
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Figure 1 - Fluctuations in (left) the per
centage cover of Mytilus at five 
sites, and (right) the numbers of 
Balanus at eight sites, during 1966-
1969. (From LEWIS, 1972). 
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ment in June. But because the dense growth of Mytilus had excluded the 
limpet Patella and the mussels were not destroyed until after the settle
ment of young Patella, diatoms and ephemeral algae developed quickly 
and abundantly, and prevented the ,settlement of Balanus. The rocks then 
became dominated by algae. 

Erratic, but major f,aunistic changes caused by climatic changes or 
biological interactions of this kind have been observed in a number of 
situations where suffioiently detailed and prolonged studies have been 
made (SOUTHWARD, 1967; SOUTHWARD and CRISP, 1954, 1956; WILSON, 
1971; CRISP, 1958, 1964; CONNELL, 1970; PAINE, 1974). On temperate, 
l'ocky intertidal shores subject to moderate waveexposure, the habitat 
is equally suitable for Mytilus, Patella and Balanus, or Fucus, each with 
a characteristic ,associated fauna. Which faunistic and floristic assembla
ge dominates depends on historical climatic and biological events. Patella, 
,as the principal herbivore of rocky shores, plays a particularly impor
tant role. BOWMAN and LEWIS (1977) have shown that the ,success of its 
recruitment in ,any year is little infiuenced by gamete production but is 
strongly affected by the occurrence of frosts, to which the young are su-
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sceptible, during the first few weeks after settlement (fig. 2). They are 
also susceptible to desiccation and these two factors appear to determine 
the northern and southern geographical limits of Patella vulgata, and also 
aocount for enatic changes in the algal cover of rocky beaches. 
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Figure 2 - The reiation
ship between annua! re
cruitment of Patella vul
gata and the duration of 
frost-free time after spaw
ning. (A) annuai totai 
of juvenile maxima on 
aH sites, (B) summation 
of individuaI site varia
tion astride their means 
in % units of the mean. 
Data for 1967 based on 
3 sites, 1968 on 4 sites, 
others on 5 sites in north 
east Engiand. Bracketed 
1973 data are uncorrec
ted. (From BOWMAN and 
LEWIS, 1977). 

This knowledge enabled BOWMAN (1978) to illustrate the pitfaUs of 
instant assessment of pollution damage. A spillage of fuel oiI from a sto
rage tank at Dounreay on the north coast of Scotland in February 1977, 
contaminated a flat rocky beach which was cleaned by dispersants. Sub
sequent examination of the beach revealed deaths of Balanus, Patella and 
other intertidal organisms and à dense growth of diatoms, Enteromorpha 
and Porphyra. This is typical of the damage reported after clean-up of oiI 
by dispersants in many pollution incidents. In fact, the Dounreay beaches 
had been re.gularly monitored by BOWMAN since 1971. An exceptionally 
hot summer in 1976 was responsible for the death of many intertidal orga
nisms, including, by September, a ,considerable proportion of the lim
pets. This reduction in the limpet population made the development of 
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a dense algalcover inevitable. The oiI spiH and use of dispersants were al
most entirely irrelevant and had minimal effects. 

One of the few other long time-series of observations cis of benthic 
soft-bottom fauna off the north-east coast of England by Buchanan and 
his collaborators. The faunistic assemblage is a balanced one but has 
shown changes in the pattern of relative Ispeoies abundance in res'ponse 
to a slight increase in average winter sea temperature from 6.25°C in the 
period 1965-70 to 6.75°C in 1971-76. There is some evidence that by the 
end of that per.iod the bottom community was adjusting to a stable \ warm 
water state' (fig. 3), but no species had been eliminated and in a fluctua-
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Figure 3 - Contribution of the top 17 ranked species to the total number of individuals 
present at one sub-tidal station ofI the north-east English coast. Divided into gain
ing (G), losing (L) and neutral (Nt) species listed below. Total number of indivi
duals (T). (From BUCHANAN et al., 1978). 
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ting environment these changes could be reversed (BUCHANAN et al., 1978). 
I t should be noticed that changes in temperature have had littIe effect on 
community production; the 'avaiIable energy is progressively transferred 
from one suite of species to another which thrives better, in response to 
the environmental change (BUCHANAN et al., 1974). 

Long-term trends in the abundance of various species of north A
tIantic zooplankton were detected in a 22 year Continu6us Plankton Re
corder survey from 1948 to 1969 (GLOVER et al., 1972). Some species 
such as Pleuromamma borealis and Euchaeta norvegica show an upward 
trend, Spiratella retro versa and two calanoids show a significant down
ward trend, but no trend was detectable in Temora longicornis or elione 
limacina (fig. 4). AlI these species are subject to errati c and sometimes 
very large fluctuations in abundance, some fluctuations extending over seve
ral years, and the long-term trends would not have been detected wi
thout this very long time-series of observations. Unlike previous exam
ples, it has not been possible to reI ate these long fluctuations and trends 
to ,any known climatic or human factors. 
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Figure 4 - Fluctuation is numbers of zooplankton species in the North east Atlantic. 
a) Pleuromamma borealis, b) Euchaeta norvegica, c) Acartia clausi, d) Temora 
longicornis, e) Clio ne limacina, f) Calanus helgolandicus and C. finmarchicus, sta
ges V and VI, g) Metridia lucens, h) Candacia armata, i) Centropages typicus, 
j) Spiratella retroverson, k) Pseudocalanus and Paracalanus, ,~,:,~, p < 0.1 %, 
':,* p < 1.0%, * P < 5.0%. (From GLOVER et al., 1972). 
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In addition tD the diffi,culties these natural fluctuatiDns in marine 
eCDsystems pO'se fDr baseline 'studies and reference sites in pDlIutiDn stu
dies, they make it very difficult tD state, except within very brDad limits. 
what is the nDrmal faunistic and flDristic cDnfiguratiDn at a particular 
site. As a result, it is difficult tD identify with any cDnfidence small pDlIu
tiDn-induced changes WithDut very detailed and prDIDnged investigatiDns 
and an unwelcDme vagueness is introduced intD studies Df the recDvery 
Df eCDsystems after pDlIuting SDurces have been removed. 

GENETIC VARIABILITY 

Marine invertebrates, in generaI, ShDW a high degree DI genetic va
riability and fish are geneticalIy the mDst varied of alI vertebr.ates. Views 
Df the adaptive significance Df this cDndition (reviewed by GRASSLE and 
GRASSLE, 1978) are stilI largely speculative, but there is SDme evidence 
that this, rather than physiDIDgical Dr behaviDural regulatDry ability Df in
dividuals, is commDnly an adaptatiDn tD unpredictably variable envirDn
ments. Genetic variability is, if anything, even mO're prDnDunced in SDme 
species from unifDrm envirDnments (e.g. deep-sea benthDs) where, pre
sumably, Dther selective f,actDrs are responsible fDr this cDnditiDn (VALEN
TINE, 1976; VALENTINE and AYALA, 1978). 

In envirDnmentssuch as estuaries which have regular, predictable 
shDrt-term fluctuatiDns, Drganisms living there are able tD eVDlve physiD
logical tDlerence Dr regulatDry abiHty. This is nDt pDssible if the fluctua
tiDns are unpredictable or Dccur at intervals cDmparable tD the life-span 
Df the individuaI; shDrt-term selectiDn is then an impDrtant cDmpDnent Df 
adaptatiDn. This aCCDunts fDr DpPDrtunistic species which show rapid 
populatiDn changes and are able tD respDnd tD envirDnmental distur
bances. One Df the grDup of sibling species fDrmerly knDwn as Capitella 
capitata is geneticalIy variable and shDwed a dramatic increase in numbers 
after an Dil spill (GRAsSLE and GRASSLE, 1974), and GRAY .(1979) de
scribed a similar respDnse of Capitella tD Dther fDrms Df pDlIutiDn. 

In habitats which are spatialIy rather than tempDralIy varied, there 
may be selectiDn of larvae after settlement in each micrDhabitat and the 
surviVDrs be ,adapted tD a somewhat different set Df IDeaI cDnditiDns at 
each site. There is great variatiDn in the size and structure Df the stype 
Df Laminaria and while tD SDme extent this is the result Df a phenDtypic 
respDnse tD water mDvements, there is alsD strDng genetic se1ectiDn fDr 
different kinds Df plants at different sites which may be very cIDse tD-
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gether (CHAPMAN, 1974). DOYLE (1974, 1975) found important genetic 
difIerences between Spirorbis borealis in open coast and sheltered rock 
pools only a few hundred metresapart. Littorina populations show genetic 
difIerences with respect to shell shape to withstand wave action and de
siccation (NEWKIRK and DOYLE, 1975), and Crassostrea virginica from dif
ferent sites have genetic difIerences in growth rates and salinity tolerance 
(NEWKIRK et al., 1977). 

The strategy for survival in the marine environment thus appears 
often to be, not an efIicient machinery for individuaI regulation or tole
rance, but genetic flexibility. The discovery that a number of species are, 
in fact, groups of sibling species (e.g. Capitella capitata (GRASSLE and 
GRASSLE, 1974), Ophryotrocha labronica (AKESSON, 1972, 1977) and no 
doubt many more yet to be uncovered) reveals an extension of the same 
phenomenon. This may underlie the surprising apparent robustness of ma
ny marine ecosystems to substantial levels of anthropogenic additions. 
There may well be subtle changes but they are beyond the Hmit of reso
Iution of ecologists, since they involve the replacement of one genotype or 
sibling species, which cannot be readi1y distinguished, by others. But this 
genetic flexibility poses practical problems for environmental monito
ring and even greater problems for Iaboratory studies of pollution effects. 

The selection of genotypes that wilI thrive in Iocal conditions which 
vary within the space of a few metres or even on opposite sides of the 
same boulder results in a mosaico MANN (1972) measured the growth ra
tes of the algae Laminaria and Agarum on the Nova Scotia coast, but de
spite measuring hundreds of individuaI pIants, stilI found standard devia
tions up to ± 100% of the mean values (fig. 5). To get useful results in 
these circumstances involves a Iarge amount of time~consuming and expen
sive replication of measurements. 

A more criticaI consequence of this variation relates to laboratory 
studies. The whole philosophy of eX!perimental biology is to achieve repro
ducible results under known, controlIed conditions. Experimentalists ex
pect to get Iow standard deviations and indeed, experimental results with 
a standard deviation of ± 100% of the mean would be quite unaccepta
ble. Genetic variability between the experimental organisms is to be 
avoided if at alI possible, and the ultimate achievement to this end has 
been the deveIopment of the Iaboratory rat. In experimental polIution re
search, the equivalent has been the use of a smalI number of ' standard ' 
animals, the use of Iaboratory cultures in preference to natural popula
tions (REISH, 1973), the development of the pure genetical strains of the 
polychaete Ophryotrocha (AKESSON, 1970, 1976) and, most strikingIy, 
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of doned hydroids for use in the bioassay of pollutants in low concen
trations (STEBBINGJ 1976). 

This approach is in the best traditions of eX!perimental biology, but 
as it now appears, may completely falsify the situation that actualIy obtains 
in the sea and make it virtualIy impossible to translate the results of such 
laboratory experimental studies into real-life terms. It is quite possible 
that we are wasting a good deal of money, time and efIort on convention
al laboratory experimentation, to say nothing of routine toxicity testing 
Dn a small spectrum of '\ standard ' marine organisms. Because Df the inade
quacy of our knowledge Df the response of populations and communities 
Df marine organisms to toxicants and other stresses in the natural environ
mental, the experimental results, at best, cannot be interpreted and, at 
worst, may be totalIy misleading. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In alI science, the right answers emerge only if the right questions 
are asked, and the answer to one questiDn should lead to further questions. 
EfIluents discharged to the sea or reaching it by a circuitous route consti
tute pollution only when they have SDme undesirable efIect, but this rai
ses many questinns about what is undesirable or acceptable, and tn whom, 
and the answers to them are political, not scientifico The primary scien
tifi c questions reI ate to the environmental 'change. Before a sensible politi
cal decision can be taken, is is necessary to discover the nature, extent 
and duratiDn of an environmental change and to identify the -causative a
gents. Political decisions Dften have to be taken in advance Df scientific 
investigations and even when the necessary information is available, tbere 
is no guarantee thata wise political decision will be taken, but if scien
tists cannot begin to provide it, the chances of adequate and economical 
remedial action being undertaken are remote indeed. 

Because Df tbe uncertainties nf the situation, there is a temptation to 
play safe and in some countries, remedial action is instituted before it is 
known if an effluent is damaging in any material way. This is expensive 
and wasteful of resnurces and may soon prove to be a luxury we cannot 
afford. It is essential, therefore, that we get a much better knDwledge than 
we have about the respnnse Df eCDsystems to the addition tD the sea of po
tentialIy harmful substances. This is not an easy task. 

A number of marine ecosystems, certainly including those it is im
portant to monitor, show wide erratic natural fluctuations caused by clima
tic or biological events which we are only just beginning to understand. 
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They can be Dn a scale cDmparable tD the effects Df the mDst severe 
pollutiDn damage, sDmetimes, as in the case Df the lDSS of the dDminant 
herbivDres, prDducing exact1y the same kind of change or, as in the case 
Df the exceptiDnally cDld and prDlDnged winter Df 1962-63 in Britain, 
causing even greater and mO're widespread change (CRISP, 1964). These 
are Dnly the mDst cDnspicuDUS natural fluctuatiDns and there are nO' dDUbt 
CDnstant adjustments Dn a much smaller scale. Against such a backgrDund 
it is difficult tD detect pDllution-induced changes unless they are very lar
ge and obviDUS Dr are clearly related tD a single pO'in t input. TD get ear1y 
warning of pDllutiDn damage, particular1y frDm diffuse inputs, requires 
a much mO're detailed and prDlonged knDwledge of eCDsystem structure 
and perfDrmance than we usually have. In additiDn tD this need, it must be 
remembered that the 'cDllection of data is cDmplicatiDn by the genetic 
variability which is nDW cDming tD light of Drganisms within small areas. 
TD get reliable measurements for comparative purpDses, it is necessary tD 

replicate samples tD an unusually large extent. 
These difficulties 'create purely practical prDblems. It is difficult tD 

gain financial suppDrt fDr lDng-term prDjects which may require at least ten 
years sustained effDrt WithDUt any guarantee that the commitment Df lar
ge sums Df mDney tD it will yield commensurate results. And grant
awarding agencies, perhaps mO're familiar with experimental sciences, are 
nDtalways sympathetic tD the need fDr the very intensive and repetitive 
sampling, or far the manpDwer needed tD analyse the samples that these 
investigatiDns prDduce. I t is alsD difficult tD persuade scientists tD un der
ta!ke such prDgrammes; scientific reputatiDns are rarely enhanced by te
diDUS research which is unlikely tD yield results Df any interest in less 
than ten years and may nDt dO' SO' even then. 

I t is nDt altDgether surprising that bDth funding agencies and scien
tists ShDUld have turned their attentiDn much mO're tD shDrt-term surveys, 
experimental studies, and chemical mDnitDring of the pathways, CDncen
tratiDns and fates Df additiDns tD the marine environment fDr which sen
sitive analytical equipment can be emplDyed. UnfDrtunate1y, it has nDW 
become c1ear that the results Df this very considerable vDlume of wDrk 
dO' nDt provide an answer tD the crucial questiDn Df the safe limi t Df effluent 
discharge tD particular areas Df sea. This situation is not 1ikely tD change 
until we achieve a better balance between eCDlDgical and experimental stu
dies Df the cDnsequences Df marine pDllutiDn. When we have a mO're secu
re knDwledge Df the respDnse of eCDsystems tD stress, it will be possible 
tD give fDCUS tD studies in the labDratDry and allow that wDrk tD prDduce 
results that can be applied tD real situatiDns in the sea. 
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SUMMARY 

Effiuents discharged to the sea or reaching it indirectly cause pollution when they 
present a threat to human health or result in changes in ecosystems. The point at which 
such threats or changes become unacceptable is a political decision for which adequate 
scientific knowledge, among other things, is essential. Research strategy depends on the 
nature of the problem. Gross and obvious pollution generally requires a short ancl 
relatively crude investigation to identify causes and prescribe remedies. Health hazards 
are largely through contaminated sea-food and are primarily a public health problem: 
research strategy is near1y always dear and in most cases is vigorously pursued. Thc 
detection of more subt1e changes in ecosystems is more difficult and has been neglected 
in comparison with other pollution studies. It is vital to understand and monitor these 
changes to provide a focus for other studies and to set realistic but safe limits for the 
discharge of wastes to the sea, which will become increasingly important in the future . 

Whether or not heavy mortality of organisms influences the size of the population, 
depends on the population dynamics of the species in questiono Very large (50-90% ) 
mortality of eggs of an isolated population of Sardina pilehardus by toxic oil spill 
dispersants had no perceptible impact on the local fishery in subsequent years. Losses 
of some seabirds, on the other hand, have had a major impact on the size of some 
colonies. Laboratory tests of the toxicity of pollutants and of their sublethal efIects 
have therefore little value at present because they cannot be interpreted in realistic 
terms. In cases were populations of a species are reduced , the ecological consequences 
are much greater if they occupy a key role in an ecosystem, (e.g. key predators. some 
herbivourous gastropods and echinoids). Their loss may result in major ecological 
change of long duration. A number of prolonged studies of marine ecosystems (inter
tidal, pelagic and benthic) hqve revealed ecological change from natural climatic or 
biological causes which are of a similar type and scale to those following maior pol
lution. There are also less pronounced natural fluctuations , the causes of which are 
generally unknown. 

It is extremely difficult to detect small, pollution-induced changes against this 
naturally fluctuating background without very detailed and long-term investigations . 
The problem is made worse because many marine organisms are genetically very va
riable and strategy for survival is short term selection rather than individual tolerance, 
physiological regulation or adaptation. DifIerent genotvnes may be selected over very 
short distances where physical or other factors are difIerent and the extreme varia
bilitv of natural populations demands much replication of sampling in ecolmrical 
studies. In experimental studies. genetic variability of test organisms is avoided or 
reduced if possible. and has led to the llse of genetically « pure» strains or c10nes for 
toxicity tests, etc. This appears to falsify the situation in marine ecosystp-ms and the 
resuJts of these experiments cannot be interpreted or may even he misleading. Because 
of the difficulties. monitoring the resoonse of ecosystems to pollution or other stress 
has not been undertaken as vi~orously as other types of pollution research, but it is 
important that this imbalance be corrected. 
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